
Nonprofit Essentials Training 



 Learn efficient planning techniques
 Understand how to develop “strategy” 
 Appreciate the importance of building  

resource development, collaboration, and 
advocacy into strategic planning

 Learn simple ways to stay on track and 
measure progress 

 Commit to next steps
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1. Collect information that will challenge your thinking
2. Identify the key issues the organization faces 
3. Focus on strategy. Develop strategies that are: 

 Clear and specific enough to guide day to day decisions. 
 Can be deployed now and
 Adapt to changing conditions.

4. Integrate resource development, collaborations, and 
advocacy into your plan. Give attention to broadening your 
network. 

5. Stay loyal to your plan. Follow up with budgeting and 
implementation planning, including a simple process to 
measure results.  
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Why plan? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask the participantsDecide what to do Decide where to focus Create a vision that people can get behind Reduce risks Guide the budget Engage board, staff, constituents, community Guide the funding plan and donor developmentIdeally you want your organization to run forward as fast a s possible, but not outrun the headlights 
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Strategic plan 

Budget 

Technology and 
Capital 
investment plan 

Building 
maintenance plan 

Fundraising 
plan 

Communications plan 
Annual operating 
plan/goals 

Other? 

Diversity & 
inclusion 
plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Immediate, short-term and long term planning 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Take turns.  Your partner asks you the two 
questions below and gives you feedback to help 
you clarify and simplify your answer.

Q1: Who does your organization benefit and what 
specific benefits do you provide? 
Q2: If there were no constraints, what would you 
want to accomplish?  What is the biggest version of 
your goal?
Then reverse roles and repeat the process.
Listen carefully and be prepared to introduce your 
partner to the room.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why benefits and beneficiaries?Don’t repeat your mission statement – think about who benefits from your organization and in what way do they benefit as succinctly as possible Who are the beneficiaries What benefits do you provide to them Then reverse roles and repeat the process.



Reduce risk of 
planning burn out
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A. Gather 
info

B. Identify 
Issues 

C. Develop 
strategies 

D. Stay loyal 
to the plan

Interviews
Surveys
Trends 
SWOT

Determine 
strategies. 
goals, & 
practices to 
address 
issues

Action Plan
1-yr budget  
3-yr forecast
Metrics  
Communi-
cation 

Consider: 
• Funding 
• Org 

capacity 
• Policy 

change
• Partners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follows traditional strategic planning process but is more compact and fast-paced processTo avoid burnout, engage the board in step 2-3.  Have staff or volunteers do 1 & 4. Need to be nimble and future focused.If you don’t do #1 – may miss the boat If don’t do #4 change is unlikely 



Before planning, clarify 
 Mission
 Tenets (principles and values)

If you have participants who are not 
knowledgeable about the organization set two 
meetings to discuss and record the responses 
to the Square One Six Questions © 501 Commons. 
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Environment:
What is the situation in which we 
find ourselves?

Programs/Services:
What does the organization do 
and how do its services work?

Mission:
Why does the organization exist?

Impact:
What impact do we have on 
clients and our community?

Tenets:
What principles and values guide 
our work?

Vision:
What will the organization look 
like in 3 years?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Process goes top to bottom left to right, but they are also connected across the matrix. If you are involved people from the community or many on your board are new.  Set up two meeting to discuss these 6 questions so that people are well grounded in your organization before moving to strategy 



•Define purpose of 
planning 
•Decide who will be 

involved
•Define process, resources 

and timeline
•Determine leadership 

1. Engage 
participants

•Encourage new thinking
•Change perspective from org to 
community 
•Identify issues facing org
•Consider funding, advocacy & 
collaboration 

2. Share  
information 

•Program/service delivery
•Resource acquisition 
•Strategies to expanding 

network, collaborations, 
advocacy 
•Strategies to address core 

issues

3. Develop 
strategies 

Staff follow-up with
• Operating plan (activities, 

service levels, goals, metrics) 
• I year budget 
• 3-year forecast

Staff gather the info 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue based strategic planning Focus expanding perspective (with info, new participants, catalyzing theories etc.Result is strategies not actionsActions, plans, metrics ideally should follow



Preparation: Think through with leadership
 Why should we do strategic planning?
◦ What are the benefits?
◦ What are the obstacles?

 Is everyone committed to the process?
 If no, what would it take to get your 

commitment?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits:     Obstacles:   Ask: If everyone is NOT on board with SP in you organization, what can you do to get them engaged?



 Staff 
◦ Managers only or all staff? 
◦ Staff - How involved?
◦ Who will be the lead? 
◦ What information is needed? 

 Board
◦ Board – how involved?
◦ Who will lead on the board? 
◦ What information do they need?

 Engage community, clients, experts…? 
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A. Gather 
info

B. Identify 
Issues 

C. Develop 
strategies 

D. Stay loyal 
to the plan

Interviews
Surveys
Trends 
SWOT

Determine 
strategies. 
goals, & 
practices to 
address 
issues

Action Plan
1-yr budget  
3-yr forecast
Metrics  
Communi-
cation 

Consider: 
• Funding 
• Org 

capacity 
• Policy 

change
• Partners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follows traditional strategic planning process but is more compact and fast-paced processTo avoid burnout, engage the board in step 2-3.  Have staff or volunteers do 1 & 4. Need to be nimble and future focused.If you don’t do #1 – may miss the boat If don’t do #4 change is unlikely 



Gather Info 
Program stats
Community need 

Other partners & 
competitors

Document assumptions

Demographic trends
Other?  

Write it down! 
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 SWOT
 PEST (political, economic, social, technology) 
 Environmental Scan 
 Five Forces Analysis
 Four Actions Framework
 Shape of your world
 Strategy map 
 Balanced Scorecard
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ELIMINATE INCREASE

REDUCE CREATE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This approach assumes that you understand where you are now as well as your organization’s strengths and weaknesses. It can help you make decisions about action steps to reach your vision.1. Write your vision at the top of the page.2. Using your vision as a filter, ask ….�     A) what do we do that can be eliminated to streamline achieving our vision?�     B) what should we reduce – activities, paperwork, programs, etc. – to focus more on�         our vision? �    C) what should we do more of to enhance our vision. �    D) Finally, is there something we need to create to fulfill our vision? (The create �        phase may be part of a later discussion.)Use circus example



Our Environment
Positive factors that support 
our mission 

+

Conditions that hinder our 
ability to fulfill our mission  

-
Strong community infrastructure 
for kids

Poor awareness of the issue we 
address

School programs dovetail with our 
services

Few funders are interested in our 
mission 

Strong partnership with other 
organizations

Lack of low-income housing 
makes clients unstable
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After you brainstorm the positive factors and challenges (one at a time), then you may want to go back and ask:What do you have control over? �(Rate on a scale of 1-5 with 5 = total control; 1 = no control)Which are most closely tied to your priorities? �(Have them circle top 3-5 priorities) Do you notice any trends that will have an impact in the future?An optional question would be: If we had done this 1-2 years ago, what would have been different?



Strengths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

N
E
G
A
T
I
V
E

P
O
S
I
T
I
V
E
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of SWOT analysis:  It’s a strategic balance sheet, a time-tested tool to help organizations understand themselves in order to develop a realistic vision for the future.SWOT focuses on internal/external and positive/negative. (Review balance sheet elements and ask for examples as you go along.)Strengths: things org does well; assets – human, capital, intangible; resources you have or can get as well as alliances; what others see as your strengths, etc.Weaknesses: Things org does poorly; lack of assets; lack of resources and alliances, what you can improve, avoid or eliminate; etc.Opportunities: Trends, new technologies, changing environment, etc.Threats: Inability to keep up with changing environment, technology, etc.; debt or cash flow problems; competition, demographicsSWOT can help you build on organization’s strengths; recognize and correct weaknesses (where possible), take advantage of opportunities; and recognize and, hopefully, minimize threats.Review highlights of McDonald’s SWOT Analysis:Discussion starter: Any of you had a cup of coffee from McDonald’s recently? When you read the SWOT analysis for McDonald’s, did the changes they’ve made make sense to you? Is there anything you think they should have done differently?



Get into dyads 
 1st category on your card focusing on one 

organization 
 Brainstorm – write it down 
 Report out 3 items

 Switch to the other organization – 2nd

category on the card 
 Brainstorm – write it down 
 Report out 3 items
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
State your name, your organization as you report out.



•Define purpose of 
planning 
•Decide who will be 

involved
•Define process, resources 

and timeline
•Determine leadership 

1. Engage 
participants

•Encourage new thinking
•Change perspective from 

org to community 
• Identify issues facing org
•Consider funding, advocacy 

& collaboration 

2. Share  
information 

•Program/service delivery 
strategies
•Resource acquisition strategies
•Strategies to expanding 
network, collaborations, 
advocacy 
•Strategies to address core 
issues

3. Develop 
strategies 

Staff gather, analyze 
& present the info 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue based strategic planning Focus expanding perspective (with info, new participants, catalyzing theories etc.Result is strategies not actionsActions, plans, metrics ideally should followShare with the board – homework reading plus more important in discussion in a meeting or retreat. 



Gather Info Analyze info
Program stats What are our capacity 

limitations?
Community need How are our clients & 

community changing? 
Other partners & 
competitors

How are we going get 
resources? 

Document 
assumptions

What public policy issues 
impact our organization? 

Demographic trends What assumptions should 
be questioned? 

Other?  Other?

Write it down! 
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A. Gather 
info

B. Identify 
Issues 

C. Develop 
strategies 

D. Stay loyal 
to the plan

Interviews
Surveys
Trends 
SWOT

Determine 
strategies. 
goals, & 
practices to 
address 
issues

Action Plan
1-yr budget  
3-yr forecast
Metrics  
Communi-
cation 

Consider: 
• Funding 
• Org 

capacity 
• Policy 

change
• Partners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follows traditional strategic planning process but is more compact and fast-paced processTo avoid burnout, engage the board in step 2-3.  Have staff or volunteers do 1 & 4. Need to be nimble and future focused.If you don’t do #1 – may miss the boat If don’t do #4 change is unlikely 



•Define purpose of 
planning 
•Decide who will be 
involved
•Define process, resources 
and timeline
•Determine leadership 

1. Engage 
participants

•Encourage creative, 
new thinking
•Change perspective 

from organization to 
community 

2. Gather 
information •Program/service delivery strategies

•Resource acquisition strategies
•Strategies to expanding network, 

collaborations, advocacy 
•Strategies to address core issues

3. Develop 
strategies 

Engage board to 
Identify issues
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Gather Info Analyze info Identify Issues
Program stats What are our capacity 

limitations?
Capacity limitations reduce 
our effectiveness

Community need How are our clients & 
community changing? 

Our clients are becoming 
more diverse

Other partners & 
competitors

How are we going get 
resources? 

Individual giving is very 
small  

Document 
assumptions

What public policy 
issues impact our 
organization? 

Changing the law would
have a positive impact on 
our clients

Demographic
trends

What assumptions 
should be questioned? 

Another organization is 
doing what we do

Write it down! 
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“The plan” starts the day 
you begin planning
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A. Gather 
info

B. Identify 
Issues 

C. Develop 
strategies 

D. Stay loyal 
to the plan

Interviews
Surveys
Trends 
SWOT

Determine 
strategies. 
goals, & 
practices to 
address 
issues

Action Plan
1-yr budget  
3-yr forecast
Metrics  
Communi-
cation 

Consider: 
Funding 
Org capacity 
Policy 
change
Partners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Follows traditional strategic planning process but is more compact and fast-paced processTo avoid burnout, engage the board in step 2-3.  Have staff or volunteers do 1 & 4. Need to be nimble and future focused.If you don’t do #1 – may miss the boat If don’t do #4 change is unlikely 



What is a strategy? 
 Wikipedia: “high level plan to achieve one or more goals under 

conditions of uncertainty.” 
 The position your organization adopts relative to other organizations  
 The approach your organization takes to the problem you are trying to 

solve 
 A policy or practice that is carried out broadly in your organization

Why develop strategies?
 To address core issues
 To increase impact 
 To minimize risks 
 To innovate new ways of benefiting your beneficiaries
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strategy drives planning, but strategy is NOT planning.  Strategy involves using the organization’s mission and goals as a lens to make decisions about how to achieve your goals. Planning, on the other hand, involves tactics and measurement. Strategy is an  platform for actions Some people are better at strategy than planning, and vice versa.  By using a structured approach to strategic planning, you can maximize individual strengths and ensure you ask the right questions to get to where you need to be.



Definitions of Strategy 501 Commons example
Wikipedia: “high level plan to achieve 
one or more goals under conditions of 
uncertainty.” 

Deepen 
Grow
Innovate
Engage

The position your organization adopts 
relative to other organizations  

“First stop” – makes vetted partners 
(most are competitors) easily available 
on website 

The approach your organization takes 
to a community problem

Define and assess capacity so donors 
can be directed by what is important 

Zap the Gap
A policy or practice that is carried out 
broadly in your organization

Meet people where they are 
Build on strengths 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not a task or action An approach that you will take to accomplish your visionGuides  actions and decisions all day every day Other strategies No-kill animal shelters  Theaters that offer youth programs  (funding, future patrons, public relations)Mainstreaming kids with disabilities Quality improvement to lower costs 



Broadening your 
organization’s network is 
the key to greater impact
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 Advocacy 
 Collaboration 
 Fundraising 
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 Combined efforts may have a multiplier effect 
 May attract funding 
 Cross fertilize thinking 
 Permits connections with a new audience 
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 Develop strategies for obtaining resources
 To make individual giving successful 
◦ Leadership with access to people with money 
◦ A large network of relationships that are stewarded 
◦ Communications
◦ Data systems 

 Business model, fundraising strategies and 
program design have to be aligned. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fundraising depends on an ever broader circle of relationships 
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Can you accomplish your mission by 
 Changing the way people understand an 

issue?
 Changing a law or regulation?  
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 How can you enhance your mission by 
working in collaboration with others?  

 How could you strengthen your partnerships?
 How can the network of relationships that 

surround the organization be better 
supported and made more powerful? 
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1. Are we ambitious enough? Will the plan 
significantly advance our impact? 

2. Does it contain a realistic strategy for 
getting the funding and other resources 
needed to carry out the plan?

3. Does the plan have the enthusiastic support 
of the full board and engaged staff? Will it 
being other people to our organization? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are some basic questions you should ask initially to test the strength of your plan. 



Set up
100% of board
100% of staff/volunteers 
to implement the plan
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A. Gather 
info

B. Identify 
Issues 

C. Develop 
strategies 

D. Stay loyal 
to the plan

Interviews
Surveys
Trends 
SWOT

Determine 
strategies. 
goals, & 
practices to 
address 
issues

Action Plan
1-yr budget  
3-yr forecast
Metrics  
Communi-
cation 

Consider: 
• Funding 
• Org 

capacity 
• Policy 

change
• Partners 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes




•Define purpose of planning 
•Decide who will be involved
•Define process, resources and 
timeline
•Determine leadership 

1. Engage 
participants

•Encourage new thinking
•Change perspective from 
organization to community 
•Identify core issues 

2. Gather 
information •Program/service delivery 

strategies
•Resource acquisition strategies
•Strategies to expanding network, 
collaborations, advocacy 
•Strategies to address core issues

3. Develop 
strategies 

Staff follow-up with
• Operating plan (activities, service 

levels, goals, metrics) 
• I year budget 
• 3-year forecast
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Issue based strategic planning Focus expanding perspective (with info, new participants, catalyzing theories etc.Result is strategies not actionsActions, plans, metrics ideally should follow



 Operating plan 
• What activities, service levels, goals, 
• What action steps and accountabilities
• Basis for the budget 

 I year budget 
 3-year forecast
 Metrics, reporting frequency 
 Communications 
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* Priority 
1 = critical
2 = important
3 = beneficial

Priority 
*

Core Activities
(Objectives)

Resources Start/
end
Date

6 Month 
Success 

Indicators

Status
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just a sample format. You have to decide what works for you and your team.I suggest prioritizing activities simply to remind yourself that all activities do not have the same impact. It’s sometimes tempting to do the easy stuff and put off the more difficult tasks.Your core activities are those things you need to do to accomplish your objectives.Resources should include who is responsible for making sure the activity happens, any costs involved, and any other resources needed to complete the task.6 month success indicators is an arbitrary timeline. You could use 1 month or 2 or 3. You might want a category that is labeled “status” and do a monthly check-in to monitor progress.  The question of how you know you are succeeding is slightly different from simply completing a task. What does success look like? How do you know your actions are having a positive impact?Finally, remember that a plan is a living document. Do not feel guilty if the completion date doesn’t happen as anticipated. Just be sure that any adjustments are the result of a legitimate change in circumstances and not procrastination.



 Set metrics that make sense day to day
 Make sure the data process is in place
 Determine when you will stop and measure 

and reflect
 Communicate progress. Celebrate successes 

(no matter how small!)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a saying that “what gets measured, gets done.” If you don’t have a plan to evaluate and track progress, then you won’t have a sense of whether you are actually succeeding or doing so in a timely manner. Evaluation and tracking is an essential part of the process.You need to know how you will measure and track progress. And communicating about what’s happening is almost as important as making progress toward your goals. Noting successes and what individuals and the team have accomplished is not only good business, but it is motivating to those involved.And, if priorities change, acknowledge, adjust, and keep moving forward.
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Internal Causes

 Plan for required funding is not in place 
 Plan is too complex or has unrealistic goals
 Unresolved conflicting points of view
 People don’t know or buy into strategy
 And…?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated in the article by Mark McNeilly, “Just because you have a plan doesn’t mean things can’t go wrong.”Let’s take a few minutes to look at some of reasons strategy fails.What else can you think of that should be on this list? Which of these is most likely to be a stumbling block for your organization? Why? (Reference Drucker article)



External Causes

 Funding changes 
 Unrecognized changes in the environment
 Action by competitors/partners
 Action by government 
 And….?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What else can you think of that should be on this list? Which of these is most likely to be a stumbling block for your organization? Why? 



Strategic  
Framework 

Operational 
Plan & budget

3 –yr forecast 

Monitoring & 
Communication

Outcomes of 
Strategy Process 

© 501 Commons     



1. Make sure meetings are productive 
2. Ask what’s right for the community, not just the 

organization
3. Develop action plans that hold people accountable
4. Take responsibility for decisions
5. Take responsibility for communication
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 Infuse your planning process with gratitude
◦ For the resources and support you have
◦ For participants’ engagement in the planning 

process 
◦ For the commitment of staff, board, volunteer, 

clients, donors
 And also with ambition
◦ To do more 
◦ To embrace change in service of the mission 
◦ To be uncomfortable when necessary to expand the 

circle
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1. Collect information that will challenge your thinking
2. Identify the key issues the organization faces 
3. Focus on strategy. Develop strategies that are: 

 Clear and specific enough to guide day to day decisions. 
 Can be deployed now and
 Adapt to changing conditions.

4. Integrate resource development, collaborations, and advocacy 
into your plan. Give attention to broadening your network. 

5. Stay loyal to your plan. Follow up with budgeting and 
implementation planning, including a simple process to 
measure results.  
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Start the conversation: is this the right time? 
If no, when?  

Assume each board member gives 10 hours 
 Home reading 2 hrs 
 Major topic at 3 board meetings  - 3 hrs
 1-2 retreats – 5 hours 

 Assume key staff spend  30-40 hours. (More for follow-
up) 

Ideally have a someone not involved with the decisions 
facilitate meetings.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reference Drucker article



On 501commons.org 

https://www.501commons.org/resources/tools-and-
best-practices/strategic-planning-1/strategic-planning
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention John Carver books on governanceNonprofit Sustainability: Making Strategic Decisions for Financial Viability by Jeanne Bell, Jan Masaoka,  and Steve Zimmerman (2010)    [uses “matrix map” – see online copy with other resources]

https://www.501commons.org/resources/tools-and-best-practices/strategic-planning-1/strategic-planning


 Keep stretching 
your strategic 
thinking 
muscles

 Thank you for 
your 
participation! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to be more strategic?Consider organization goals when making even small decisionsAvoid reflexive, knee-jerk decisionsMake time to reflectPossibilities are unlimited; time, money and resources are not.   								Liane DaveyIn the Blog on strengthening your strategic thinking muscles, Liane Davey states that “Possibilities are unlimited; time, money and resources are not.”You can play the “what if” game to get your creative juices flowingYou need to connect the dots between mission, vision, and what’s possibleThe bottom line: “thinking” stretches the strategic thinking muscles – take time to think
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